u8	THE BYZANTINE CHURCH
Michael III that Byzantium prepares its master-stroke, the
conversion of the Slavs. The Court sends to Great Moravia,
threatened by the German bishops, the two brothers from
Thessalonica, Constantine and Methodius, who can speak
the Slav language of Macedonia and who translate the scrip-
tures into this tongue. And when in their turn the Bulgars
to escape the weight of Byzantine arms accept Christianity,
the disciples of Constantine and Methodius, the Apostles of
the Slavs, ejected from Moravia, employ their zeal, their
experience, and their books to make of Bulgarian Christianity
the first-fruits of Great Slavia and in truth 'the eldest
daughter of the Church of the East'.
Let us pause here for a moment. The adoption by the
Greek Church of the Slav language for the use of its Slav
converts is an important fact, yet it is not unnatural; it is
indeed in conformity with its spirit and its liberal tradition.
In the East the Church has always been polyglot, while in the
West Latin was the sole liturgical language. The national
liturgies, the diversity of ecclesiastical languages have at
times been regarded as responsible for schisms and dis-
memberments of the Church; but Byzantium knew what
was her true course. She had the merit of bearing no ill will
towards Armenian, Copt, or Syrian for the secession of the
Monophysite and Nestorian Churches: had not Georgia
remained loyal ? Byzantium granted freely to the Slavs that
which Rome disputed or refused to them, and she had her
reward. Along with the alphabet, the literature, even the
thought of East Rome, the Slavs accepted Byzantine art in
all its forms.
But this Slav mission was not complete until after the
conversion of that people which both numerically and
politically was destined in this great family to play the
principal part—the Russian people, an amalgam of tribes
which had been organized by the genius of Scandinavian
adventurers. In 839 they came as friends to Constantinople
in little groups, and then returned home, fearing the Magyars
or the Petchenegs, by way of the territories of Louis the
Pious. 'Home'? But where exactly was the residence of
their chief or hacan ? We cannot say. But twenty-one years
later in 860 it is an immense fleet of Rhos which all but

